
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Secretary Covering Letter for AGM Notice 
02-July-2023 

Dear members, 
 

Greetings to all CySI LMs!  

 

We hope this message finds you all in good health.  
 

Election officer vide Notification dated 30.06.2023 along with Form 1 & Form 2 called for nominations 

from deserving LMs to elect eight office Bearers and 6 Executive Committee Members totally 14 for 

2023-25 and scheduled the date of Election as on 23.07.2023. As the date of nomination commences 

from tomorrow onwards (03.07.23) today on 02.07.23, We are issuing CYSI  19th AGM Notice and the 

same is attached. We are happy to inform you that we are also arranging an awareness programme on 

that day targeting CySI LMs and other Netizens for which separate invitation will be sent to all later. We 

request the LMs/Contestants/Seconders to carry out the following tasks for conducting the AGM, 

Election and Programme in a smooth way.  

Contestants and Seconders have to send to the Election officer’s email id election@cysi.in  : - 
 

Contestants: Download the Form 1 and fill up the form by writing and taking print out then put 

signature. Take photo copy of the signed Form 1 and email to election@cysi.in as an attachment from 

their personal email id on 03.07.2023 Monday onwards but before 09.07.23 Sunday before 5 p.m. and 

keep the original in safe custody. 
 

Seconders: Download the Form 2 and fill up the form by writing and take print out then put signature. 

Take photo copy of the signed Form 2 and email to election@cysi.in as an attachment from their 

personal email id on 03.07.2023 Monday onwards but before 09.07.23 Sunday before 5 p.m. and keep 

the original in safe custody. 
 

Contestants have to send to the Secretary’s email id  office@cysi.org.in : - 

Contestants have to send their short profile and their contributions to the Cyber Society for uploading 

in CySI Website. Active membership means their participation in the AGM Meetings and CySI 

programmes and subscribing to  Cyber Society of India YouTube channel and visiting CySI website etc. 

Active membership is pertaining to the last 2 years. Also, Contestants have to send their photos. 
 

Life Members: LMs have to fill up the following Google forms for communicating their participation in 

the AGM, Election & Awareness Programme.  

Click here the form - https://forms.gle/gDPDgLtja28TQXnW6 
 

Thank you and we look forward to your enthusiastic participation in the AGM, Election & Programme. 
 

Best regards, 

R.Sridhar, Secretary, Cyber Society of India 
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